Abstract. We show that the limit laws of random matrices, whose entries are conditionally independent operator valued random variables having equal second moments proportional to the size of the matrices, are operator valued semicircular laws. Furthermore, we prove an operator valued analogue of Voiculescu's asymptotic freeness theorem. By replacing conditional independence with Boolean independence, we show that the limit laws of the random matrices are Operator-valued Bernoulli laws.
Introduction
Random matrices were first used to study population by Wishart [45] , where the moments of random matrices are computed. The natural question regarding their distribution was raised in the pioneering work of Wigner [44] . Wigner showed that the spectral distributions of the NˆN selfadjoint matrices, whose entries are complex valued random variables having mean 0 and variance 1{N that are independent up to the symmetry constraint h ij "h ij , converge to the semicircular law
On the other side, to attack the isomorphism problem of free group von Neumann algebras, Voiculescu introduced his free probability theory in which the central notion "free independence"is seen as a noncommutative analogue of the classical probabilistic concept of "independence"for random variables [36] . It is shown that the central limit law for freely independent random variables is exactly the semicircular law. Based on the occurrence of the semicircular law in both random matrices theory and free probability theory, Voiculescu found an amazing connection between these two theories by the notion of "asymptotic freeness" [37] . It says that classical independent random matrices become asymptotically free in the large N limit. With the help of this connection, people could use tools from one theory to another. For instance, free probability methods are used for random matrices' computation [3, 26] . On the other hand, by studying the structures of random matrices, isomorphisms between certain von Neumann algebras are found [13, 12, 11, 25] . See [1] [19] for more developments and applications of asymptotic freeness. Besides those direct applications of asymptotic freeness, a more powerful notion of "free entropy"was derived from it [38, 39] . It was shown that the spectral measures of Gaussian Random matrices satisfy a large deviation principle and Voiculescu' first version of free entropy plays the role of the relative entropy in Sanov's Theorem [4] . In the 1990's, Voiculescu generalized free probability to amalgamated free product of C˚-algebras over a subalgebra in [40] , replacing scalar-valued expectations to conditional expectations onto a certain subalgebra. The output of the conditional expectation is an operator, thus people the call the generalized theory operator valued probability theory or B-valued(also A-valued [31] ) probability theory. As in the scalar case, operator valued free probability is also a natural analogue of classical probability theory in many aspects. For instance, operator-valued independence is a universal independence relation in the sense of Speicher, and has central limit laws and many other properties in analogue of classical probability. See [33] for a combinatorial development and see [42, 41] for an analytic development of operator valued free probability theory. For developments and applications of operator valued free central limit law, see [28] for the connection between operator valued central limit law and band random matrices and see [31, 24, 30] for constructing isomorphisms between von Neumann algebras.
Since the ranges of operator-valued conditional expectations are not necessarily scalars, in C˚-operator-valued probability, the second moment of an operator-valued random variable is in general a completely positive map. It must be mentioned here that completely positive maps are not merely mathematical generalizations of states on C˚-algebras or von Neumann algebras. Due to the landmark works of von Neumann [43] and Gleason [14] , a von Neumann algebra together with a normal state is a suitable frame work for a quantum system whose dimension ě 3. However, the generalization of Gleason's theorem to an operator valued setting by Busch [9] seems to be more natural because it works for quantum systems of any dimension. On the other hand, as the development of modern technologies, e.g. in areas of quantum information and quantum computer, the completely positive maps are the proper mathematical concept to describe quantum channels [21] . Also, completely positive maps are used to characterize quantum entanglements [15] . Therefore, the interest of studying operator valued probability does not only lay in a theoretical level but also in potential applications in the other areas.
The main purpose of this paper is to give an operator-valued generalization of Voiculescu' asymptotic freeness, i.e. we will introduce an operator-valued random matrix model and prove a theorem of operator-valued asymptotic freeness. Even though there many ways to develop the property, we will focus on a probabilistic way. One will see that we are not only generalize the frame work to operator valued probability. Once we restrict our attention back to scalar noncommutative probability, our work are still generaliation of previous works of asymptotice freeness [12, 27, 29] at least in the following aspects: the diagonal elements are not necessarily uniformly bounded, the entries can be chose to be mixed q-Gaussian random variables. The following is the main theorem. The asymptotic freeness of operator valued extended models will be considered in Section 6. Theorem 1.1. Let B be a C˚-algebra with norm }¨} and pA, E : A Ñ Bq be a B´valued probability space. Let S be an index set and tapi, j; n, sq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď m, n P Nu be a family of B-random variables from A such that Y1) api, j; s, nq " api, j; s, nq˚, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, Y2) Erapi, j; s, nqqs " 0, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, Y3) Erapi, j; s, nq ‚ apj, i; s, nqqs " 1 n η s p‚q is a completely positive map from B to B, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, Y4) for each m, there exists an M m ą 0 such that sup s 1 ,...,smPS 1ďi 1 ,¨¨¨im,j 1 ,¨¨¨,jmďn
) the family tapi, j; n, sq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď mu of random variables are B´valued conditionally independent.
Let
Y ps, nq " ÿ 1ďi,j,ďn api, j; s, nq b epi, j; nq P A b M n .
In addition, let Dpt, nq " ř 1ďiďn bpi; t, nq b epi, i, nq P B b M n for t taking values in some set T such that D1) the joint distribution of tDpt, nqu tPT converges weakly in norm. D2)
For each n, let E n : A b M n pCq be the map that
Then the joint distributions of the family of sets of random variables tY ps, nqu sPS Y tDpt, nq|t P T u with respect to E n converge weakly in norm to the joint distribution of the family of tY s u sPS Y tD t |t P T u such that the family of subsets ttY s u|s P Su Y ttD t |t P T uu are freely independent. Moreover, for each s P S, the distribution of Y s is a B-valued semicircular law with variance η s .
Let us briefly explain the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Condition Y1) ensures that the random matrices Y ps, nq are selfadjoint. Conditions Y2)and Y3) means that , for each s P S. Y ps, nq has mean zero entries and equal second moments. Condition Y4) means that the family of random matrices have finite mixed moments in all degrees. In Condition Y5), the conditional independence realtion is a natural noncommutative analogue of classical independence relation in the viewpoint of the distributional symmetries, because with one more assuption that random variables are identically distributed, by an extended de Finetti theorem, it is equivalent to the exchangeability for the infinite sequences of random variables in scalar noncommutaive probability spaces with faithful states [16] . Moreover, Condition Y5) is not only satisfied by freely independent and classically independent random variables, but also for q-Gaussian even mixed q´Gaussian random variables [5, 3, 8, 7, 6] . To the diagonal elements Dpt, nq, condition D1) is an operator valued analogue of the weak convergence . Conditions D2) and D3) allow the diagonal elements to slowly approach an unbounded operators. To satisfy D2), one can choose }Dpt, nq} ď f pln nq where f is a polynomial. Therefore, classical Gaussian random variables can be approached by Dpt, nq.
In the realm of noncommutative probability, exchangeable sequences of random variables are not limited to classical independent, freely independent and q-Gaussian random variables. If we allow an absence of the unit, then we have the so-called Boolean independence which we can use to construct an exchangeable sequence of random variables [17, 18, 34] . Therefore, we can construct symmetric random matrices with Boolean random matrices. We will show that the large N limit of Boolean random matrices does not converge to the semicircular law but to the Bernoulli law.
Besides the firs in the first introduction section, the rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce necessary notations and definitions. In Section 3, we develop some combinatorial results for proving the main result. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 5, we study the extend matrix model in the sense of Dykema and generalize Theorem 1.1. In Section 6, we study N limit laws of Boolean random matrices.
preliminaries
In this section, we recall some necessary definitions and notations in free probability. We will start with operator valued settings. For people who are interested in scalar case, one just need to replace the ranges of the conditional expectations by the set of complex numbers. For more details, see [20, 35] for the scalars setting and see [23, 33] for operator-valued settings. Definition 2.1. A B-valued probability space pA, E : A Ñ Bq consists of a unital algebra B, a unital algebra A which is also a B-bimodule and a conditional expectation E : A Ñ B i.e.
for all b 1 , b 2 , b P B, a P A and 1 A is the unit of A. The elements of A are called Bvalued random variables. Suppose that B is a unital C˚-algebra and A is a˚-algebra, the conditional expectation E is said to be positive if
Let 1 B be the unit of B, one should be careful that 1 B 1 A is not necessarily equal to1 A . Because ErB1 A s " B is injective, B can be considered as the subalgebra B1 A of A. In addition, if 1 B 1 A " 1 A , B can be considered as a unital subalgebra of A.
Example 2.2. Let A " M n pBq be the algebra of nˆn matrices over B. Let E 1 : A Ñ B be a map such that
for all pb ij q n i,j"1 P A, and let E 2 : A Ñ B be a map such that
for all pb ij q n i,j"1 P A. Then, one can easily check that both pA, E 1 : A Ñ Bq and pA, E 2 : A Ñ Bq are well defined B-valued probability space. For pA, E 2 : A Ñ Bq, there are different ways to embed B into A. For example, B can be considered as B b e 11 , where e 11 is the nˆn matrix whose p1, 1q entry is 1 and all the other entries are 0, or B b I n , where I n is the unit of M n pBq.
Given a B-bimodule˚-algebra A, then M n pAq " A b M n pCq is again a B-bimodule -algebra with the bimodule actions
Given a B-bimodule map E : A Ñ B, then it has a natural extension to
Era kk s, which is also a B-bimodule map. Throughout the paper, B is always C˚-algebra, A is˚-algebra and the conditional expectation E is positive. Recall that the map E is a said to be completely positive if E n is positive for all n P N. It follows Exercise 3.18 from [22] that E is completely positive if E is a positive conditional expectation. Therefore, for n P N, pM n pAq, E n : M n pAq Ñ Bq is a well-defined B-valued probability space.
We denote by BxX i , Xi |i P Iy the˚-algebra freely generated by B and non-commuting indeterminants tX i , Xi |i P Iu, where I is an index set. BxX i , Xi |i P Iy has a natural˚-operation which send X i to Xi . The elements in BxX i , Xi |i P Iy are called B-polynomials. In addition, BxX i , Xi |i P Iy 0 denotes the subalgebra of BxX i , Xi |i P Iy which does not contain a constant term. Definition 2.3. Given a B-valued probability space pA, E : A Ñ Bq and a family of random variables px i q iPI of A. The joint distribution of px i q iPI is B-linear map µ : BxX i , Xi |i P Iy Ñ B such that for m P N,
Notation 2.4. Given a family of random variables px i q iPI from A and a B-valued polynomial p P BxX i , Xi |i P Iy, then pppx i q iPI q is the element in A obtained by replacing indeterminants X i by x i for all i P I. For example, given p "
Now, we are ready to introduce independence relations. Definition 2.5. Let pA, E : A Ñ Bq be a B-valued probability space.
‚ A family of unital˚-subalgebras tA i Ą Bu iPI are said to be conditionally independent with respect to E if Era 1 a 2 a 3 s " Era 1 Era 2 sa 3 s, whenever a 1 , a 3 P alg B tA i |i P I 1 u and a 2 P alg B tA i |i P I 2 u such that I 1 X I 2 " H, where alg B tA i |i P I k u is the˚-algebra generated by the family of subalgebras tA i |i P I k u and B. A family of random variables px i q iPI are said to conditionally independent with respect to E, if the unital subalgebras tA i u iPI which are generated by x i and B respectively are conditionally independent.
‚ A family of unital˚-subalgebras tA i Ą Bu iPI are said to be freely independent with respect to E if Era 1¨¨¨an s " 0, whenever i 1 ‰ i 2 ‰¨¨¨‰ i n , a k P A i k and Era k s " 0 for all k. A family of px i q iPI are said to be freely independent over B, if the unital subalgebras tA i u iPI which are generated by x i and B respectively are freely independent, or equivalently
.., P n P BxX, X˚y and ErP k px i k qs " 0 for all k.
‚ A family of non-unital˚-subalgebras tA i Ą Bu iPI is said to be boolean independent with respect to E if Era 1¨¨¨an s " Era 1 sEra 2 s¨¨¨Era n s, whenever a k P A i k and i 1 ‰ i 2 ‰¨¨¨‰ i n . A family of random variables tx i u iPI are said to be boolean independent over B, if the non-unital subalgebras tA i u iPI which are generated by x i and B respectively are boolean independent, or equivalently ErP 1 px i 1 qP 2 px i 2 q¨¨¨P n px in qs " ErP 1 px i 1 qsErP 2 px i 2 qs¨¨¨ErP n px in qs, whenever i 1 ‰ i 2 ‰¨¨¨‰ i n and P 1 , ..., P n P BxX, X˚y 0 .
Remark 2.6. Conditional independence relation is not a universal relation in the sense of Speicher [32] for the reason that some mixed moments of the conditionally independent random variables are not uniquely determined by their pure moments. Also, it is shown that classical independence, free independence and Boolean independence are the only commutative universal independence relations in scalar noncommutative probability. In addition, free independence and classical independence are special case of conditional independence, but Boolean independence is not.
Definition 2.7. For each n, let tx n,i |i P Iu be a family of random variables from a Bvalued probability space pA, E n : A n Ñ Bq and let µ n be their joint distribution. We say that the sequence pµ n q nPN converges weakly in norm if the sequence pµ n ppqq nPN Ă B converges in norm for all for all B-valued polynomial p P BxX i , Xi |i P Iy.
The definition is slightly different from it in [10] because we do not require the sequence ptx n,i |i P Iuq nPN converge to a specific family of random variables in the sense of weaklynorm convergence. However, we have the following result which say that we can always construct a family of random variables to which the sequence ptx n,i |i P Iuq nPN converges. Proposition 2.8. For each n, let tx n,i |i P Iu be a family of random variables from a B-valued probability space pA, E n : A n Ñ Bq and let µ n be their joint distribution. If the sequence pµ n q nPN converges weakly in norm then there exists a family of random variables tx i |i P Iu, from a B-valued probability space pA, E : A Ñ Bq, whose joint distribution is µ, such that µ n ppq converges to µppq in norm for all B-valued polynomial p P BxX i , Xi |i P Iy. If A n are C˚-algebras and sup iPI,nPN }xpi, nq} ď 8, then A can be chosen as a C˚-algebra.
Proof. With out the loss of generality, for each n, we assume that A n is generated by B and txpn, iq|i P Iu. Then
A n is a B-bimodule˚-algebra and
A n for all i P I. Let A be the subalgebra of
A n , which is generated by tx i |i P Iu and B.
Notice that that for py n q nPN P A, there exists a B-polynomial p P BxX i , Xi |i P Iy such that y n " pptxpn, iq|i P Iuq for all n P N. Since µ n converges weakly in norm, we can define a map E : A Ñ B such that
for all py n q nPN P A. One can easily check that E is a conditional expectation from A to B. Moreover, E is positive since E n are positive.
Suppose that A n are C˚-algebras and sup iPI,nPN }xpi, nq} ď 8, then sup nPN }pptxpn, iq|i P Iuq} ď 8 for all p P BxX i , Xi |i P Iy. Therefore, for each y " py n q nPN P A, }y} A " lim inf nÑ8 }y n } is well defined. One can easily check that }yy˚} A " }y} 2 A , }y 1`y2 } A ď }y 1 } A`} y 2 } A for all y, y 1 , y 2 P A. It follows that A is a pre-C˚-algebra with respect to }} A , e.g. the completion A }} A is a C˚-algebra.
Definition 2.9. For each n, let tx n,i |i P Iu be a family of random variables from a Bvalued probability space pA, E n : A n Ñ Bq and let µ n be their joint distribution. We say that the sequence of families of random variables ptx n,i |i P Iuq nPN are asymptotically free with amalgamation over B if µ n converges weakly in norm to the joint distribution of a family of freely independent random variables tx i |i P Iu.
Partitions and cumulants.
Definition 2.10. Let S be an ordered set:
1. A partition π of a set S is a collection of disjoint, nonempty sets V 1 , ..., V r whose union is S. V 1 , ..., V r are called blocks of π, and we denote by |π| " r the number of blocks of π. Given s, t P S, we denote by t " π s if s, t are contained in the same block of π. A block V of π is an interval if there is no triple ps 1 , s 2 , rq such that
The collection of all partitions of S will be denoted by P pSq. We denote by rms the set t1,¨¨¨, mu, and denote by P pmq short for P prmsq. 2. Given two partitions π, σ, we say π ď σ if each block of π is contained in a block of σ. 3. A partition π P P pSq is noncrossing if there is no quadruple ps 1 , s 2 , r 1 , r 2 q such that s 1 ă r 1 ă s 2 ă r 2 , s 1 , s 2 P V , r 1 , r 2 P W and V, W are two different blocks of π. The set of noncrossing partitions of S will be denoted by NCpSq. We also write NCpmq short for NCprmsq. 4. A partition π P P pSq is an interval partition if every block of π is an interval.
It is apparent that all interval partitions are noncrossing partitions. The set of interval partitions of S will be denoted by INpSq. We also write INpmq short for INprmsq. 5. Let i " pi 1 , ..., i k q be a sequence of indices from I. We denote by ker i the element of P pkq whose blocks are the equivalence classes of the relation
. If π P P pSq is a partition such that every block of π contains exactly 2 elements, then we call π a pair partition. We denote by P 2 pSq set of pair partitions of S. The set of noncrossing pair partitions P 2 pmq X NCpmq will be denoted by NC 2 pmq, and the set of interval pair partitions P 2 pmq X INpmq will be denoted by IN 2 pmq.
Remark 2.11. The noncrossing partitions can be defined recursively, i.e. a partition π P P pSq is noncrossing if and only if π " tSu or it has an interval block V ‰ S such that πztV u is a noncrossing partition on SzV . Furthermore, the noncrossing pair partitions can be defined recursively, i.e. a partition π P P pSq is a noncrossing pair partition if and only if π " tSu when R has exactly 2 elements or it has an interval block V having exactly 2 elements and πztV u is a noncrossing pair partition on SzV .
Definition 2.12. Let pA, E : A Ñ Bq be a B-valued probability space:
for all b 0 , ..., b n P B. For m P N and π P NCpmq, we define ρ pπq :
recursively as follows. If π has only one block, namely rms, then
for any a 1 ,¨¨¨, a n P A. Otherwise, we define ρ pπq pa 1 , ..., a n q " ρ pπzV q pa 1 , ..., a l ρ psq pa l`1,...,a l`s q, a l`s`1 , ..., a n q, for any a 1 ,¨¨¨, a n P A, where V " pl`1, l`2, ..., l`sq is an interval block of π.
Define the B-valued moments function E
The B-valued free cumulants function κ pπq E : A b B m Ñ B are defined recursively for π P NCpmq, m ě 1, by the following equation: for each n P N and a 1 ,¨¨¨, a n , we have κ pnq E pa 1 ,¨¨¨, a n q " Era 1¨¨¨an s´ÿ πPN Cpnq,π‰trnsu κ pπq E pa 1 ,¨¨¨, a n q.
Similarly, the B-valued Boolean cumulants function b
recursively for π P INpmq, m ě 1, by the following equation: for each n P N and a 1 ,¨¨¨, a n , we have
Due to Speicher, free independence can be characterized in terms of vanishing of mixed free cumulants. Similarly Boolean independence can be characterized in terms of vanishing of mixed Boolean cumulants. Theorem 2.13. Let pA, E : A Ñ Bq be a B-valued probability space and tx i |i P Iu be a family of random variables in A. Then the family tx i |i P Iu is freely independent with amalgamation over B if and only if
,˚u and π P NCpnq such that π ę ker i, where i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q. Similarly, the family tx i |i P Iu is Boolean independent with amalgamation over B if and only if
Now, we introduce the combinatorial descriptions of B-valued semicircular and B-valued Bernoulli random variables, which are the free analogues and the Boolean analogues of real Gaussian random variables, respectively. Definition 2.14. Let pA, E : A Ñ Bq be a B-valued probability space.
‚ A family tY piq|i P Iu of selfadjoint random variables in A is said to for a B-valued free centered semicircular family if or any m ě 1, i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q P I m and
unless π P NC 2 pkq and π ď ker i, where i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q. In particular, the family tY piq|i P Iu is freely independent with amalgamation over B. ‚ A family tY piq|i P Iu of selfadjoint random variables in A is said to for a B-valued Boolean centered Bernoulli family if or any m ě 1, i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q P I m and
unless π P IN 2 pkq and π ď ker i, where i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q. In particular, the family tY piq|i P Iu is Boolean independent with amalgamation over B.
Example 2.15. Notice that both NCp2q and INp2q have two elements tt1u, t2uu and tt1, 2uu. Let Y be a B-valued random variables from pA, E : A Ñ Bq. Then,
If Y is a B-valued Bernoulli random variable, then
See more examples of computations of the central limit laws in [2, 33] .
Some combinatorial results
In this section, we introduce several operations on partitions and prove some results that are required in proving Theorem 1.1. See [12, 19, 20, 27] for more combinatorial results, in particular the estimations of the numbers of blocks of some partitions, related to classical random matrix theory. Notation 3.1. Let m be a natural number.
‚ Given σ P P pm`1q and π P P pmq, we define π ãÑ σ P P p2m`1q be the partition obtained by partitioning the odd numbers t1,¨¨¨, 2m`1u according to σ and the even numbers t2,¨¨¨, 2mu according to π.
‚ Given π 1 , π 2 P P pmq, we define π 1 ≀ π 2 P P p2mq be the partition obtained by partitioning the odd numbers t1,¨¨¨, 2m´1u according to π 1 and the even numbers t2,¨¨¨, 2mu according to π 2 . ‚ Given a partition π P P pSq and S 1 is a subset of S, then the restriction of π to S 1 will denoted by πpS 1 q.
Example 3.2. Let m " 3. If σ " tt1, 4u, t2, 3uu P P p4q and π " tt1, 2u, t3uu then π ãÑ σ " tt1, 7u, t3, 5u, t2, 4u, t6uu, which can be seen from the following diagram.
Definition 3.3. Let π P NCpmq. The Kreweras complement Kpπq is the largest partition in NCpmq such that π ≀ Kpπq P NCp2mq, the outer Kreweras complement OKpπq is the largest partition in NCpm`1q such that π ãÑ OKpπq P NCp2m`1q and the inner Kreweras complement IKpπq is the largest partition in NCpm´1q such that IKpπq ãÑ π P NCp2m´1q.
Example 3.4. Let m " 6. If π " tt1, 4u, t2, 3u, t5, 6uu P NC 2 p6q then OKpπq " tt1, 5, 7u, t2, 4u, t3u, t6uu which can be see from the following diagram. 7
Remark 3.5. K is a bijective [20] , hence IK is surjective and OK is injective. Definition 3.6. A partition σ P P pm`1q is said to be closed if 1 and pm`1q are in the same block of σ. We denote by CP pm`1q the set of all closed partitions on rm`1s, and CNCpm`1q the set of all closed noncrossing partitions on rm`1s. Notation 3.7. i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q Ď I or simply i subsetI means that i is a sequence of indices from I.
If i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q Ď I is sequence of indices such that ker i P CP pmq, then i 1 " i m .
It is obvious that the map which send σ P CNCpm`1q to σprmsq P NCpmq is a bijection from CNCpm`1q to NCpmq. Therefore, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.8. The outer Kreweras complement OK is a bijection from NCpmq to CNCpm1
q, whose inverse is IK.
Definition 3.9. Define
such that for all σ P P pm`1q, s " dmpσq t if one of the following cases holds:
‚ s " σ t and ps`1q " σ pt`1q ‚ s " σ pt`1q and ps`1q " σ ptq
For convenience, we denote by d : > mě1 P pm`1q Ñ > mě1 P pmq to be the map such that d| P pm`1q " d m for m ě 1.
Example 3.10. Let σ " tt1, 5, 7u, t2, 3, 4u, t6uu P P p7q. Then dpσq " tt1, 4u, t2, 3u, t5, 6uu P P p6q.
Lemma 3.11. Given i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m q Ď I, let σ " ker i and π " dpσq. Then, s " π t if and only if the two sets ti s , i s`1 u and ti t , i t`1 u are the same.
Proof. Suppose that ti s , i s`1 u and ti t , i t`1 u are the same if and only one of the following cases is true.
which is equivalent to that one of the following cases holds:
‚ s " σ t and ps`1q " σ pt`1q ‚ s " σ pt`1q and ps`1q " σ ptq.
Statements follows the definition of d.
Lemma 3.12. Let σ P P pm`1q such that tpu is a block of σ and p´1 " σ p`1 for some p P rm`1s. Then |σ| " |σprm`1sztp, p`1uq|`1 and tp´1, pu is a block of dpσq.
Proof. Since tpu is a block of σ, |σ| " |σprm`1sztpuq|`1. On the other hand, |σprm1 sztpuq| " |σprm`1sztp, p´1uq| because p´1 and p`1 are in the same block of σ. Therefore, |σ| " |σprm`1sztp, p`1uq|`1.
Let π " dpσq. According to the definition of d, we have p " π pp´1q. Suppose that p " π q for some q ‰ p, p´1. Then we have p " σ q or p " σ q`1. Notice that none of q and q`1 can be p, it follows that tpu is not a block of σ, which is a contradiction. T herefore, tp, p`1u is a block of dpσq. Definition 3.13. We say that a partition σ P P pm`1q has property P if σ P CP pm`1q and the sizes of all blocks of dpσq are at least 2.
Example 3.14. The partition tt1, 5, 7u, t2, 3, 4u, t6uu P P p7q has property P. The partition σ 1 " tt1, 4u, t2, 3uu P P p4q does not have property P since dpσ 1 q " tt1, 3u, t2uu where t2u is a block of size 1.
Let S " tn 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨ă n l u be a subset of N. It is obvious that P pSq -P plq and NCpSq -NCplq.
Definition 3.15. Let S " tn 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨ă n l u. A partition π P P pSq has property P if π has property P as an element in P plq.
Lemma 3.16. Let σ P CP pm`1q be a closed partition such that tpu is a block of σ for some p P rm`1s. If σ has property P, then pp´1q " σ pp`1q and σprm`1sztp, p`1uq has property P .
Proof. Since σ has property P, the sizes blocks of dpσq are at least 2. If pp´1q " d pσqq for some q ‰ p, p´1, then p " σ q or p " σ q`1. However, none of q and q`1 can be p. It follows that tpu is not a block of σ which is a contradiction. Therefore, pp´1q " d pσqp and p´1 " σ p`1.
Because σ is closed, we have 1 " σ pm`1q. It follows that 1 ă p ď m. If p " m, then 1 " σ pp`1q " σ pp´1q. In this case, rm`1sztp, p`1u " rm´1s, hence σprm`1sztp, p`1uq is closed. If p ‰ m, then m`1 P rm`1sztp, p`1u. It follows that σprm`1sztp, p`1uq is closed.
Notice that dpσprm`1sztp, p`1uqq " rdpσqsprmsztp´1, puq the restriction of dpσq to rmsztp´1, pu. By Lemma 3.12, tp´1, pu is a block of dpσq. Therefore, the sizes of blocks of rdpσqsprmsztp´1, puq " dpσqzttp´1, puu are at least 2. It follows that σprm`1sztp, p`1uq has property P . Lemma 3.17. Let m ě 3 be an odd number, and let σ P CP pm`1q has property P. Then
Proof. When m " 3, dpσq P P p3q whose blocks are of sizes at least 2, thus dpσq has only one block. Since 1 " dpσq 2, we have that 1 " σ 2 or 1 " σ 3. Therefore, 1, 2, 4 are in the same block of σ or 1, 3, 4 are in the block of σ. Hence σ has at most 2 blocks. The statement is true in this case.
When m " 2k`1 for k ě 2, we have following two cases: Case 1. σ has no block of size 1, then the statement follows the pigeonhole principle. Case 2. Let tpu be a block of σ. Since σ is closed, p ‰ 1, m`1. By Lemma 3.16, σprm`1sztp, p`1uq has property P. Since σprm`1sztp, p`1uq can be viewed as an element in P pm´1q, we have |σprm`1sztp, p`1uq| ď m´1 2 .
By Lemma 3.12, the proof is done.
Lemma 3.18. Let π P NC 2 pmq be a noncrossing pair partition. Then tpu is a block of OKpπq for some p P rm`1s.
Proof. Since π is a a noncrossing pair partition, π has an interval tp´1, pu for some p P rms. According to the definition OK, tpu is a block of OKpπq.
Lemma 3.19. Let m ě 2 be an odd number, and let σ P CP pm`1q has property P. Then
the equality holds if and only if σ " OKpπq for some π P NC 2 pmq.
Proof. When m " 2. Since σ P CP pm`1q, σ can be either tt1, 2, 3uu or tt1, 3u, t2uu. Both of them have property P, but just in the later case we have |σ| " 2 "
. When σ " tt1, 3u, t2uu, we have dpσq " tt1, 2uu P NC 2 p2q. On the other hand, tt1, 2uu is the only element in NC 2 p2q and OKpσq " tt1, 3u, t2uu.
Suppose that the statement is true for m " 2k. Now let us consider the situation for m " 2k`2. We have the following two cases: Case 1. σ has no block of size 1, then the statement |σ| ď
. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.18, σ ‰ OKppiq for any π P NC 2 pmq.
Case 2. σ has a block of size 1, say tpu. Since σ is closed, p ‰ 1, m`1. By Lemma 3.16, σprm`1sztp, p`1uq has property P. Since σprm`1sztp, p`1uq can be viewed as an element in P pm´1q, we have
The equality holds if and only if σpr2k`1sztp, p`1uq " OKpπ 1 q for some π 1 P NC 2 p2k´2q.
By Lemma 3.12, the equality holds if and only if σ " OKpπq for some π P NC 2 p2kq.
Lemma 3.20. Let π P NC 2 p2kq be a noncrossing pair partition and σ " OKpπq. Suppose that tp, qu is a block of π, then OKpπprp`1, q´1sqq " σprp`1, qsq, where πprp`1, q´1sq is the restriction of π to the interval rp`1, q´1s and σprp`1, qsq is the restriction of σ to the interval rp`1, qs.
Proof. Because that p " π q, by the definition of OK, all blocks W of σ are either completely contained in the interval rp`1, qs or they are disjoint. Since σ is the largest partition that π ãÑ σ is noncrossing, σprp`1, qsq is the largest partition that πprp`1, q´1sq ãÑ σprp`1, qsq is noncrossing. One can easily see from the following diagram. q
From the above diagram, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.21. Let π P NC 2 p2kq be a noncrossing pair partition and σ " OKpπq. Given p ă q, if p " πq, then p " σ q`1 and p`1 " σ q.
proof of the main theorem
In this section, we are going to prove Theorem 1.1. Before that, we show some necessary facts that we can reduce the proof into a simpler cases.
Recall that, by Proposition 2.8, there exists a family of random variables tD t |t P T u from a B-valued probability space, whose joint distribution is the weak-norm-limit of the distributions of ptDpt, nq|t P T uq nPN . By Voiculescu's algebraic construction [40] of free product with amalgamation over B, there exists a probability space pA, E : A Ñ Bq which contains tD t |t P T u and a family of freely independent semicircular random variables tY s |s P Su such that EpY s bY s q " η s pbq for all b P B, s P S. Furthermore, tD t |t P T u and tY s |s P Su are freely independent in pA, E : A Ñ Bq.
In the rest of this paper, op1q means a quantity that lim nÑ8 op1q " 0. Therefore, to prove Theorem 1.1, we need to show that (1) E n rP ptDpt, nq|t P T u, tY ps, nq|s P Suqs´E rP ptD t |t P T u, tY s |s P Suqs " op1q.
for all B-valued polynomial P P BxX i , Xi |i P S š T y. Let B " BxX t , Xt |t P T y. Then we have BxX i , Xi |i P S ž T y " BxX s , Xs |s P Sy.
Notice that the monomials of BxX s , Xs |s P Sy are in the form
where P 1 ,¨¨¨, P m`1 P BxX t , Xt |t P T y and s 1 ,¨¨¨, s m P S. Therefore, to verify the Equation 1, we just need to check the following mixed moments.
(2) ErP 1 ptDpt, nq|t P T uqY ps 1 , nq¨¨¨Y ps m , nqP m`1 ptDpt, nq|t P T uqs "ErP 1 ptD t |t P T uqY s 1¨¨¨Y sm P m`1 ptD t |t P T us`op1q for all m ě 1, P 1 ,¨¨¨, P m`1 P B " BxX t , Xt |t P T y, s 1 ,¨¨¨, s m P S. On the other hand, given a family of B-polynomials tP i |i P Iu Ă BxX t , Xt |t P T y, since Dpt, nq are diagonal elements of M n pBq, tP i ptDpt, nq|t P T uqu are also diagonal elements of M n pBq. Furthermore, because the sequence of families of random variables ptDpt, nq|t P T uq nPN satisfy conditions D1), D2), D3) of Theorem 1.1, the sequence of families of random variables ptP i ptDpt, nq|t P T uquq nPN also satisfy the conditions D1), D2), D3) of Theorem 1.1. Namely, D1) The joint distribution of tP i ptDpt, nq|t P T uq converges weakly in norm, because the compositions of B-valued noncommutative polynomials are again B-valued noncommutative polynomials. D2)
for all i P I, k P N, the B-valued noncommutative polynomials are linear combinations of finite many B-valued monomials . D3) By using Hölder inequality, we have lim sup
for all i P I, k P N.
Therefore, to verify the Equation 3
, we just need to show that
for all t 1 ,¨¨¨, t m`1 P T and s 1 ,¨¨¨, s m P S under the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Now, let us study the first term of the right side of Equation 3. According the momentcumulant formula, we have
Definition 4.1. Given π P NC 2 pmq, we denote by Outpπq be the set of all out blocks of π. Given π 1 , π 2 P NC 2 pmq, we say that π 1 out " π 2 if Outpπ 1 q " Outpπ 2 q. 
Proof. Given a π P NC 2 pmq, then π From the above diagram, we see that if σ P NCpm`1q and π ãÑ σ P NCp2m`1q then the blocks of σ are either a subset of t1, j 2 ,¨¨¨, j l , m`1u or a subset of rj k`1 , j 1 k s for some k. Let us denote byσ the restriction of σ to t1, j 2 ,¨¨¨, j l , m`1u. Thenσ can run over all NCp1, j 2 ,¨¨¨, j l , m`1q, which is independent of the choice the restrictions of σ to rj k`1 , j 1 k s for all k. Let σ k be the restriction σ to rj k`1 , j 1 k s. Then, we have the following equation for the sigma notation.
It means that the following conditions are equivalent:
1. π is a noncrossing pair partition such that π out " π 1 and σ P NCpm`1q is noncrossing partition such that π ãÑ σ P NCp2m`1qs. 2. For each k, the restriction π k of π to rj k`1 , j 1 k s is a noncrossing partition and the restriction σ k of σ to rj k`1 , j 1 k s is a noncrossing partition such that π k ãÑ σ k is noncrossing. In addition,σ is noncrossing.
Notice that κ p2q E pY s , bY s q " ErY s bY s s " η s pbq and V 1 ,¨¨¨, V l are blocks of π, by the recursive definition of κ π E , we have that
For each k, we have
It follows that 
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs.
If ker i " σ and dpσq has a block tpu for some p, by Lemma 3.11, then there is no q ‰ p such that ti p , i p`1 u " ti q , i q`1 u. It follows that api p , i p`1 ; s p , nq is conditionally independent from all api q , i q`1 ; s p , nq for q ‰ p. Since Erapi p , i p`1 ; s p , nqs " 0, we would have ErP ro n ps,t, iqs " 0. Therefore, ErP ro n ps,t, iqs is vanishing unless ker i has property P. By eliminating some vanishing mixed moments, we have (5) E n rDpt 1 , nqY ps 1 , nqDpt 2 , nqY ps 2 , nqDpt 3 , nq¨¨¨Y ps m , nqDpt m`1 , nqs
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs. Notation 4.5. Given a partition σ " tW 1 ,¨¨¨, W l u P P pm`1q, ipW p q " k means i j " k if j P W p .
Lemma 4.6. If the number |σ| of blocks of σ is less than
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs " op1q.
Proof. By condition Y1) of the main theorem, we have
Let σ " tW 1 ,¨¨¨, W l u. Then we have
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs}
By Hölder's inequality and the condition D3) of the main theorem, we have that
Since l " |σ| ă
, the proof is done.
Therefore, we have E n rDpt 1 , nqY ps 1 , nqDpt 2 , nqY ps 2 , nqDpt 3 , nq¨¨¨Y ps m , nqDpt m`1 , nqs
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs`op1q.
By Lemma 3.19, the σ P CP pm`1q has property P and |σ| ě m{2`1 if only if σ " OKpπq for some noncrossing partition π P NC 2 pmq. The previous equation becomes (6) E n rDpt 1 , nqY ps 1 , nqDpt 2 , nqY ps 2 , nqDpt 3 , nq¨¨¨Y ps m , nqDpt m`1 , nqs
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs`op1q. Proof. Fix π P NC 2 pmq, let σ " OKpπq " tW 1 ,¨¨¨, W l u. Then l " m{2`1. We have
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs´ÿ
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs} Notice that tpipW 1 q,¨¨¨, ipW lP rnszV |W p P V for some pu
Therefore, we have 1 n ÿ ipW 1 q,¨¨¨,ipW l qPrnszV WpPV for some p }ErP ro n ps,t, iqs}
By Hölder's inequality and the condition D2) of Theorem 1.1, we have
On the other hand, by Hölder's inequality and the condition D3) of Theorem 1.1,
for all q. The proof is done.
Lemma 4.8. Let m be an even number, and let π P NC 2 pmq. Suppose i Ă rns such that ker i " OKpπq. Then
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs "E pπq rbpi 1 ; t 1 , nqapi 1 , i 2 ; s 1 , nq, bpi 2 ; t 2 , nqapi 2 , i 3 ; s 2 , nq,¨¨¨,
Proof. The statement is trivial when m " 2 Suppose that it is true for m " 2k. For m " 2k`2, since π P NC 2 p2k`2q, π has an interval tp, p`1u for some p P r2k`2s. Therefore, tpu and tp´1, p`1u are blocks of ker i. By Lemma 3.21, we have i p´1 " i p`1 . In addition, we have that i p ‰ i q if p ‰ q. It follows that api p´1 , i p ; s p´1 , nqbpi p ; t p , nqapi p , i p`1 ; s p , nq is conditionally independent from api q , i q`1 ; s q , nq such that q ‰ p´1, p. Therefore, we have ErP ro n ps,t, iqs
By the inductive assumption, the proof is done.
Since api, j; s 1 , nq and api, j; s 2 , nq are conditionally independent whenever s 1 ‰ s 2 , ErP ro n ps,t, iqs " 0 if ker i " OKpπq with π ęs. Therefore, we have
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs. Lemma 4.9.
Erapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqs " η s pEpD t qq`op1q, for all 1 ď i ď n and s P S.
Proof. By the condition Y3) of Theorem 1.1, we have
Erapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqs " η s˜n ÿ j"1 1 n ErDpj; t, nqs¸.
Since η s˜n ÿ j"1 1 n ErDpj; t, nqs¸" η s pE n rDpt, nqsq , and E n rDpt, nqs converges to EpD t q in norm. The statement follows. Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof. By Equation 4, Equation 7
, Lemma 4.6, it suffices to prove the following equation.
When m is an odd number, NC 2 pmq is empty. The equation is true. When m " 2, if s 1 ‰ s 2 , then we also get 0 " 0`op1q. Suppose that s 1 " s 2 " s. Since Y s is a B-valued semicircular random variable, we have
Then, by condition D1) of Theorem 1.1, we have ErD t 1 η s pErD t 2 sqD t 3 s " E n rDpt 1 , nqη s pErD t 2 sqDpt 3 , nqs`op1q.
By Lemma 4.9, we have E n rDpt 1 , nqη s pErD t 2 sqDpt 3 , nqs
Erapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqs`op1q¸Dpi; t 3 , nqs
ErDpi; t 1 , nq pErapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqsq Dpi; t 3 , nqs`op1q
ErDpi; t 1 , nqapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqDpi; t 3 , nqs`op1q
ErDpi; t 1 , nqapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqDpi; t 3 , nqs
ErDpi; t 1 , nqapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqDpi; t 3 , nqs`op1q.
By Lemma 4.6, we have
ErDpi; t 1 , nqapi, j; s, nqDpj; t, nqapi, j; s, nqDpi; t 3 , nqs " op1q.
Therefore, the statement is true for m " 2. Suppose m " 2k for k ą 1. Let Out 2 pmq be the family of out " equivalence classes of NC 2 pmq. Given a noncrossing pair partition π, we denote by rπsout " the family of noncrossing pair partitions which are ErP ro n ps,t, iqs
On the other hand, we have
the above equation becomes
Therefore, we just need to show that the following equation holds. ErP ro n ps,t, iqs " ÿ
l uu is the family of outer blocks of π 1 and
On the other hand, given π P rπ 1 sout " , let σ " OKpπq. Then, for each k, the restriction of π to rj k`1 , j Therefore, we have a bijection from tπ|π P rπ 1 s, kersu to
where π k is the restriction of π to the interval rj k`1 , j 1 k´1 s. In addition,
For i Ă rns such that ker i " σ, let i 1 " pi 2 ,¨¨¨, i j 1
OKpπ k q.
If we fix π 2 ,¨¨¨, π l and i 1 , i j 1
i m , and let π 1 run over all NC 2 prj 1`1 , j
Fixing i
1 , since t1, j 1 1 u is a block of π, we have
By Lemma 4.7, we have
,n qs`op1q.
By induction,
Therefore, for fixed i 1 ,
Repeat the previous steps to V 2 ,¨¨¨, V l , we will get 1 n ÿ πPrπ 1 s out " πďkers ÿ iĂrns ker i"OKpπq ErP ro n ps,t, iqs
"E n rf ptDpt, nq|t P T uqs`op1q.
where
ErP ro n ps,t, iqs "Erf ptD t |t P T uqs`op1q
The proof is done.
Asymptotic freeness in an extended matrix model
In this section, we prove an operator-valued asymptotic freeness theorem in Dykema's extended matrix model. Again, for each n P N, let tepi, j; nq|i, j " 1,¨¨¨, nu be family of matrix unites of M n pCq. We will use the following identification for the matrix algebras M N pCq b M k pCq and M kN pCq: epp, q; Nq b epi, j; kq Ñ epp`pi´1qN, q`pj´1qL; kNq. Since Y ps, nq " ř 1ďi,j,ďn api, j; s, nq b epi, j; nq P A b M n , we have that
Then, we can define a conditional expectation
where api, jq P A b M N pCq. One can easily see that E kN r¨s " E N rE N,k r¨ss.
Lemma 5.1. Apj, i; s, kq " Api, j; s, kq˚, for all 1 ď i, j ď k, s P S.
Proof. Notice that api, j; s, nq " api, j; s, nq˚, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S. We have Api, j; s, kq˚"p ÿ The proof is done.
Proof. It follows the fact that Erapi, j; s, nqqs " 0, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S. Since the family tapi, j; n, sq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď mu of random variables are B´valued conditionally independent, Erapi, j; s, nqqs " 0, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S and Erapi, j; s, nq ‚ apj, i; s, nqqs " 1 n η s p‚q, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, we have Eraps`pi´1qN, p`pj´1qN; s, kNqb p,q apq`pj´1qN, t`pi´1qN; s, kNqs
Therefore, the ps, tq-th entry of E N,1 rApi, j; s, kqpb p,p,q"1,¨¨¨,N Api, j; s, kqs is
which is what we want to show. Therefore,
Lemma 5.5. The family tApi, j; s, kq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď mu of random variables are
S l " tapp, q; s, kNq|app, q; s, kNq is an entry of Api, j; s, kq, Api, j; s, kq P S l u.
By the definition of Api, j; s, kq, we have that S 1 X S 2 " H. Given A 1 , A 3 P Alg B tS N 1 u and A 2 P Alg B tS N 1 u. For t " 1, 2, 3, assume that A t " pApp, q; tqq p,q"1,¨¨¨,N , then App, q; 1q, App, q; 3q P Alg B tS 1 u and App, q; 2q P Alg B tS 2 u for all p, q " 1,¨¨¨N. Therefore, ErApp 1 , p 2 ; 1qApp 2 , p 3 ; t2qApp 3 , p 4 ; 2qs " ErApp 1 , p 2 ; 1qErApp 2 , p 3 ; t2qsApp 3 , p 4 ; 2qs.
It follows that
Since A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are arbitrary, the proof is done.
In summary, as a family of B b M N pCq-valued random variables, the family of random variables tApi, j; s, kq|s P S, 1 ď i, j ď mu satisfy the conditions Y1) to Y5) in Theorem 1.1.
Let Dpt, kNq " ř 1ďiďk Dpi; t, kq b epi, i, kq, where Dpi; t, kq P B b M N pCq and t takes values in some index set T . Suppose that ptDpt, kNq|t P T uq satisfying the following conditions:
D1') the joint distribution of tDpt, kNqu tPT converges weakly in norm as B-valued random variables, namely with respect to E kN .
for all t P T , l P N. D3') For all t P T and l P N, we have lim sup
where }¨} BbM N pCq is the C˚-norm on B b M N pCq.
Remark 5.6. One should be careful that Condition D1') does not imply that tDpt, kNqu tPT converges weakly in norm as B b M n pCq-valued random variables with respect to E N,k . For example, let N " 2 and Dpi; kq " p´1q k r1 B b ep1, 2; 2q`1 B b ep2, 1; 2qs. Then the sequence pDpkNq " ř 1ďiďk
Dpi; kq b epi, i, kqq kPN converges weakly in norm with respect to E 2k but not for E 2,k .
Therefore, as B b M N pCq-valued random variables, ptY ps, kNq|s P Su, tDpt, kNqu tPT q satisfy the Conditions Y1) to Y5), D2) D3) in Theorem 1.1. Following the proof of Theorem 1.1 and the fact that tDpt, kNqu tPT converges weakly in norm with respect to E kN . We have the following theorem. Then the joint distributions of the family of sets of random variables tY ps, kNqu sPS Y tDpt, kNq|t P T u with respect to E kN converge weakly in norm to the joint distribution of the family of tY s u sPS Y tD t |t P T u such that the family of subsets ttY s u|s P Su Y ttD t |t P T uu are freely independent. Moreover, for each s P S, the distribution of Y s is a B-valued semicircular law with variance η s .
Operator valued Boolean random matrices
In this section, we consider limit laws of random matrices having Boolean independent entries. Again, we use the notation P ro n ps,t, iq short for bpi 1 ; t 1 , nqapi 1 , i 2 ; s 1 , nqbpi 2 ; t 2 , nqapi 2 , i 3 ; s 2 , nq¨¨¨bpi m ; t m , nqapi m , i m`1 ; s m , nqbpi m`1 ; t m`1 , nq, wheres " ps 1 ,¨¨¨, s m q Ă S,t " pt 1 ,¨¨¨, t m`1 q Ă T and i " pi 1 ,¨¨¨, i m`1 q Ă rns.
Lemma 6.1. Let tapi, j; n, sq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď mu be a family of B-valued Boolean independent random variables such that Erapi, j; s, nqqs " 0, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S. Suppose that ker i " OKpπq such that π P NC 2 pmq. Then ErP ro n ps,t, iqs " 0 unless π is an interval pair partition.
Proof. If π is not an interval partition, then there is a p such that p  π p`1, p´1. Therefore api p , i p`1 ; s p , nq is boolean independent from api p`1 , i p`2 ; s p`1 , nq and api p´1 , i p ; s p´1 , nq. Since Erapi p , i p`1 ; s p , nqs " 0, the equation follows. api, j; s, nq b epi, j; nq P A b M n be B-valued random matrices for s taking values in some set S such that Y1) api, j; s, nq " api, j; s, nq˚, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, Y2) Erapi, j; s, nqqs " 0, for all 1 ď i, j ď n, s P S, Y3) Erapi, j; s, nq ‚ apj, i; s, nqqs " Y5 ) the family tapi, j; n, sq|s P S, 1 ď i ď j ď mu of random variables are B´valued Boolean independent.
Then the joint distributions of tZps, nqu sPS converge to the distribution of the family of Boolean independent Bernoulli random variables tZ s u sPS .
In addition, let Dpt, nq " ř Suppose that tZ s u sPS and pD t q tPT are from the B-valued probability space pA, E : A Ñ Bq. Then, we have that 
